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Letter 876l
To Update, Or Not To Update
(Is That A Question?)
2021-08-11
Dear Yeshua,
Sunday, 10 January 2021, 7:30AM.
Even though I had a dream last night, this Letter is a Field Report. The dream will be documented in the
next Letter(s). This Letter and the Letter’s describing the dream are all derived from audio notes.
Yesterday I received a text message from my sister-in-law who, along with much of her immediate family,
is a very staunch Mormon, and a very staunch President Trump supporter.
In the Nirst text message she indicated that the Apple Computer Company was planning on sending out a
new update to their iPhones, which would somehow prohibit Trump supporters from communicating
with each other. So she warned me to be sure to turn off automatic updates (to avoid this restriction of
iPhone liberty).
I didn't respond to her immediately, since I wanted to Nind out if what she was saying was based on rumor
or fact. And I try to avoid getting into these kinds of arguments anyway because they will often-times
resolve themselves without me having to do anything. All I have to do is observe and listen.
But then I did respond. I told her thanks, but that I keep my automatic updates off anyway. I never turn
on automatic updates because sometimes there's an update which occurs that I don't want to have,
because it makes changes that I don't want; so I just keep auto-updates turned off, and then manually
update when I choose to. But that's me. A lot of people do have automatic updates turned on. I had no
way of knowing at that time if her text message was based on rumor, mind-reading, innuendo, or if there
was actually some facts involved.
Then last night before I went to bed, her message got me to thinking. I had earlier seen a photograph
from the riots in D.C. of some of the people who got inside the capitol building of this one guy hanging
from a balcony by one hand. (It's kind of a neat picture in a way). The news reports surrounding the
photo stated the guy was religious, but didn't say what religion. Later, from another news report, I did Nind
out the guy is Mormon. So from those two pieces of information; from the guy hanging from the balcony
inside being Mormon, and my sister-in-law being Mormon, and my understanding of the Mormon cult,
(which is Niercely patriotic by the way) I went to bed with those three levels of understanding in my head.
Then I got to thinking before I went to sleep that all this could result in a shooting civil war because
there's enough people, especially Mormons or who have Mormon leanings, who are really alarmed at the
liberals, (and of course they should be), but who might be pushed into taking on a shooting war against
the liberals. This would be a big mistake, and it would cause a whole lot of trouble and only make things
worse.
So I went to bed with those thoughts, and gave them to God and Jesus before falling asleep.
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This morning just before waking I had a dream, which is about singing the Psalms. Then on my way out
the bedroom door to the bathroom I looked at my iPhone, which I do every morning. There on the lockscreen was a notiNication from my youngest brother who lives in Maryland.
While I still was asleep and having the dream, he had sent me a link to a YouTube video (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=961ihcx4PoQ) where some Church members are singing Psalm 50 in
Aramaic. This was immediate conNirmation of the dream I just had, which will be documented in the next
Letter(s).
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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